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Abstract
Objectives in the article formation of government employees of a complete system view on processes of the public and regional government by development of professional and administrative competences, effective thinking and better decision-making. Actually, any situation arising in management process is a task for the head-manager and demands from it decision-making, in particular, concerning change of the purposes and the action program. It concerns all levels of management. The operated object has environment to which state it has to adapt on the basis of feedback. Any administrative decision – is result of feedback with the market and other elements of environment.

The article is considered administrative decisions on the basis of the information received and processed in the course of preparation of decisions. Decision as adopted - the prerogative of managers at all levels, with corresponding powers. The manager considers the made decision from the point of view of the persons who are responsible for bringing decisions to performers, and the persons providing execution control. It forces the manager not only to select measures of influence and to choose control devices, but also to consider versions of decisions concerning their practical feasibility in this concrete situation. The analysis of information and acceptance on its basis of administrative decisions makes technology of management. The hierarchy in a control system solves problems of transfer of responsibility on lower levels of management.

Process of functioning of a control system includes work on its improvement and rationalization as modern management is based on rational ways of decision-making.